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San Francisco Chronicle 
In matchup between aces, Giants get to Dodgers’ bullpen 
Scott Ostler 
 
LOS ANGELES — Magic Johnson, in the midst of his long and heated rivalry with Larry Bird, 
predicted that one day the two would be best of friends, two old men sitting on a porch playing 
checkers. 
 
You get the impression that Madison Bumgarner and Clayton Kershaw could be like that 
someday, way down the dusty road when they’ve both been put out to pasture. 
 
On Monday night, the two great lefties were not friends. They were spittin’, clawin’ rivals, both 
of them with a lot to prove, each trying to position his team for playoffs. 
 
Kershaw won this matchup, but the Giants won the game, a comeback 5-2 stunner. They trailed 
2-1 with two outs in the ninth. 
 
 “He was better than me tonight, for sure,” said Bumgarner, who went six innings, “but we 
were better than they were, just on this night.” 
 
The Giants, who simply cannot score at Dodger Stadium, finally could. Nick Hundley’s pinch-hit, 
two-out, bases-loaded single off Scott Alexander gave the Giants a 3-2 lead. 
 
Gorkys Hernandez followed with an RBI single off Alexander, and the Giants got their final run 
on an error by first baseman Max Muncy. 
 
It was a huge win for the Giants, who came sooo close — as in, one out — of losing the opener 
of this 10-game road trip and slipping six games behind the second-place Dodgers. If the Giants 



make it to the playoffs, this will be a night they remember with great fondness. 
 
Kershaw was close to vintage Kershaw, in fact. The top seven Giants in the order went 1-for-21 
against him. But Bumgarner did his job, gutted it out and kept his team in the game, then sat 
back and watched the rally happen in the ninth. 
 
Kershaw, the Dodgers’ ace of aces, pitched eight innings of one-run ball, giving up four hits, 
striking out nine. On Kershaw’s 110th pitch, with the 45,225 fans on their feet, pinch-hitter 
Hunter Pence hit a nubber to the left side. Kershaw pounced on it, spun and nailed Pence at 
first. Then Kershaw walked off the field with attitude, his work done. 
 
Kershaw also drove in the game’s first run with a flukey tweener in the fourth. In the fifth, 
Justin Turner slammed a first-pitch Bumgarner cutter into the left-field bleachers. 
 
Bumgarner gave up two runs and seven hits. He watched the top of the ninth on TV in the 
clubhouse. 
 
“That was pretty good watchin’,” Bumgarner said. 
 
Monday night was the 11th time Bumgarner and Kershaw faced one another in their careers, 
the most of any two active pitches in the major leagues. Each team had won five games. The 
lefties bring out the best in one another. 
 
It’s like Bumgarner and Kershaw started the game singing a duet: “Neither one of us wants to 
be the first to say goodbye.” 
 
Bumgarner (4-4) and Kershaw (5-5) are .500 pitchers this season, but their duel Monday was 
high-level, high-stakes hardball. 
 
Was it a message or just “howdy” when Bumgarner knocked Kershaw off the plate in the fourth 
inning with a high and tight 0-1 heater? If so, Kershaw said hello back, slicing a high pop to short 
left field, which resulted in a collision between Hernandez, the left fielder, and shortstop 
Brandon Crawford. Kershaw’s double drove in the game’s first run. Crawford came out of the 
game after hitting a flyball in the fifth. 
 
In the sixth, Bumgarner lined a single to left on a Kershaw slider, usually not his friend, sending 
Steven Duggar to third, and Duggar scored on Andrew McCutchen’s ground ball to close the gap 
to 2-1. 
 
Kershaw won the sing-off, but not the game. 
 
 
 
 



San Francisco Chronicle 
Giants’ Jeff Samardzija says ‘arm felt great’ in rehab outing 
Scott Ostler 
 
LOS ANGELES — Jeff Samardzija took a big rehab step Monday, throwing about 30 pitches in a 
simulated outing at Dodger Stadium. He’s been out since July 15 on his third disabled-list stint 
this season, this one for shoulder inflammation. 
 
“Arm felt great,” Samardzija said. “Increasing my workload every time out. Threw all the 
pitches, up and down, warm-up. Now it’s just going to be about getting out on the mound, 
repeating the delivery, live hitters, and getting that pitch count up.” 
 
Manager Bruce Bochy said, “Just watching him, that’s got to be the best he’s felt probably since 
before spring training. It looked like he was free and easy.” 
 
If Samardzija has no shoulder pain Tuesday, he either will throw another sim game, with a 
higher pitch count, or receive a rehab assignment. 
 
Belt update: Brandon Belt, who suffered a knee injury July 25, went 1-for-3 with a double 
Monday night in his second rehab game with Triple-A Sacramento, in Reno. If he feels good, he 
might rejoin the Giants in Los Angeles on Tuesday. 
 
Belt’s absence has opened some time for Austin Slater, who started at first base Monday, his 
11th start there. 
 
“You hate to have injuries,” Bochy said, “but the fact that Belt did go down allowed us to mix it 
up a little bit.” 
 
Bochy said of Slater, “It’s a lot easier on a young player when he can get consistent at bats, and 
he’s going to get ’em in this series.” 
 
Slater is hitting .286. He has a .408 on-base percentage since the All-Star break. 
 
Booth moves: The Giants’ broadcast crew will sound different on this road trip, for three games 
in Cincinnati and the first game in New York against the Mets. Play-by-play duties will be 
handled by Rich Waltz, former Marlins’ caller who’s with MLB Network. 
 
Jon Miller, who’ll get a break, and Dave Flemming, covering the Little League World Series, will 
miss those four games. Javier Lopez will handle commentary duties. 
 
Briefly: Reliever Hunter Strickland is scheduled to pitch Tuesday and Wednesday in a rehab 
outing with Sacramento. ... Bochy, told that Henry Schulman, The Sporting Green’s Giants beat 
man, was on the “one-day DL” with a minor medical blip: “I think he should go on the 60-day.” 
 



San Francisco Chronicle 
Bumgarner vs. Kershaw kicks off Giants’ 10-game road trip 
Scott Ostler 
 
LOS ANGELES — The pitching matchup for Monday night’s Giants-Dodgers game at Dodger 
Stadium features two old lefty warhorses who are both slogging through .500 seasons and 
spent time on the disabled list. 
 
But this is Hollywood, so the matchup becomes a marquee duel of two legendary superstars 
fighting to help their respective team’s playoff positioning. 
 
It’s Madison Bumgarner (4-4, 2.69 ERA) for the Giants and Clayton Kershaw (5-5, 2.58) for the 
Dodgers. This will be their 11th armo-a-armo duel, the most matchups between any two active 
major leaguers. Each has five wins in their personal series. 
 
Bumgarner has logged just 73.2 innings this year after missing the beginning of the season with 
a broken pinkie suffered in spring training. Kershaw has been shelved twice with arm problems, 
but has pitched 101.1 innings. 
 
For more tale of the tape, both lefties are 6-4; Bumgarner is 29, Kershaw 30. 
 
Kershaw lost the season opener to the Giants, 1-0, on Joe Panik’s home run. 
 
The Giants are in fourth place in the National League West, five games behind the second-place 
Dodgers, who have lost three in a row and are scrambling to shore up their leaky bullpen. 
Monday’s game is the start of a 10-game road trip for the Giants, who are 9-12 since the All-
Star break. 
 
MLB.com  
Giants snatch win in LA with epic 9th-inning rally 
Chris Haft 
 
LOS ANGELES -- The Giants intensified the process of making the unlikely look commonplace 
Monday as they surged past the Los Angeles Dodgers, 5-2. 
 
Pinch-hitter Nick Hundley's bases-loaded, two-run single highlighted a four-run, ninth-inning 
outburst that erased a 2-1 deficit and improved the Giants to 8-6 against the Dodgers this year. 
More importantly for the Giants, they climbed back into the .500 level (60-60) and narrowed 
the gap between themselves and first-place Arizona in the National League West standings to 
five games. 
 
"We have to win games like this to be where we want to be," said Giants left-hander Madison 
Bumgarner, who shared center stage with Dodgers ace Clayton Kershaw for most of the 
evening as they collaborated in a classic pitchers' duel. Bumgarner departed after the sixth 



inning with the Giants trailing, 2-1, and the score remained the same when Kershaw finished his 
eight-inning stint. 
 
With injured closer Kenley Jansen unavailable, the Dodgers entrusted their ninth-inning lead to 
left-hander Scott Alexander, who coaxed Andrew McCutchen's groundout with his first pitch. 
 
Then Chase d'Arnaud and Buster Posey lined singles. Evan Longoria forced out Posey, but he 
beat the relay to first base, preventing a game-ending double play. Alexander hit Austin Slater 
with a pitch to load the bases. 
 
Up came Hundley, who whistled the first pitch into center field as d'Arnaud and Longoria 
scored. 
 
"I know he's trying to get ahead [in the count], with the bases loaded and the tying run at 
third," said Hundley, who's batting .417 (5-for-12) with one home run and six RBIs as a pinch-
hitter. "You're afforded the luxury of being aggressive in that spot, based on his approach." 
 
Gorkys Hernandez added an RBI single before first baseman Max Muncy's fielding error handed 
the Giants their final run. 
 
Earlier, Bumgarner collaborated with Kershaw on another chapter of what could end up being a 
career-long saga, featuring the talented left-handers and their compelling matchups. 
 
This marked the 11th time Bumgarner and Kershaw started against each other. Monday's 
outcome broke a 5-5 tie in the category that surely matters most to both men: team victories. 
 
To lead the Giants to a win, Bumgarner knew he'd have to perform at his best, since Kershaw 
was his mound opponent. 
 
"You know going into the game that you're not going to concede runs, because he probably 
isn't going to give up any," Bumgarner said. 
 
Bad luck charted the course of Bumgarner's evening to a considerable extent. Kershaw 
shattered a scoreless tie with a fourth-inning RBI double that was nothing more n a popup 
down the left-field line. But this innocuous-looking fly could have ruined the Giants' night, as it 
prompted a collision between shortstop Brandon Crawford and left fielder Hernandez as they 
pursued the ball. Crawford left the game for precautionary reasons and was not believed to be 
seriously injured. 
 
MOMENTS THAT MATTERED 
Some of the proverbial little things that fueled the Giants' ninth-inning rally included: 
 
• d'Arnaud's single, which came on the heels of strikeouts in his first three at-bats.  
 



• Slater being hit by a pitch after falling behind on the count 0-2.  
 
• Hundley staying hot. He legged out a two-run triple in Sunday's 3-2 victory over Pittsburgh. 
 
HE SAID IT 
"It's kind of must-see TV. It's one of those games where the best in the world are playing." -- 
Hundley, on the Bumgarner-Kershaw matchup. 
 
UP NEXT 
Rookie left-hander Andrew Suarez will make his 21st start overall in Los Angeles and first of the 
season against the Dodgers at 7:10 PT. He has lost each of his last two outings, amassing just 10 
innings while yielding 11 earned runs. Suarez is 2-4 with a 5.61 ERA in 10 road starts. He will 
oppose Dodgers left-hander Alex Wood. 
 
MLB.com 
Crawford exits after collision with Hernandez 
Chris Haft 
 
LOS ANGELES -- Giants manager Bruce Bochy expressed optimism regarding the condition of 
shortstop Brandon Crawford, who was removed for precautionary reasons after colliding with 
left fielder Gorkys Hernandez in Monday's 5-2 victory over the Los Angeles Dodgers. 
 
Crawford, who was inadvertently kneed in the face by Hernandez as they pursued Clayton 
Kershaw's fourth-inning popup, underwent the standard concussion protocol and will be re-
evaluated Tuesday. 
 
"Right now, it looks pretty good," Bochy said. "I'll say that." 
 
Crawford and Hernandez slammed into each other as they pursued Kershaw's shallow fly, 
which fell for an RBI double. The force of the impact knocked both Giants to the ground as Los 
Angeles' Austin Barnes took off from first base to score the game's first run. Crawford 
recovered enough to toss the ball to Evan Longoria to retire Kershaw trying to advance to third. 
 
"Both of them were busting their tail to make a play," Bochy said. 
 
Crawford batted for himself in the fifth, but flied out and was replaced by Alen Hanson. 
 
Hernandez jammed his left wrist as he tried to brace himself but remained in the game and 
contributed an RBI single to San Francisco's four-run, ninth-inning rally. 
 
 
 
 
 



MLB.com 
Injury updates: Belt and Samardzija 
Chris Haft 
 
LOS ANGELES -- First baseman Brandon Belt's current absence from the Giants' lineup could end 
as soon as Tuesday, manager Bruce Bochy indicated Monday. 
 
Bochy said "a good chance" exists that Belt's Minor League injury rehabilitation stint to test his 
recovery from a hyperextended right knee is essentially done. Belt was scheduled to play his 
second game for Triple-A Sacramento on Monday. 
 
Belt missed 13 consecutive games with appendicitis in early June just as he was beginning a 
productive stretch of hitting. Monday would be the 17th game in a row missed by Belt, who 
leads the team in home runs (14) and OPS (.842) despite his time on the disabled list. 
 
The Giants, who entered Monday with a 59-60 overall record, are 43-39 when Belt starts. 
 
Samardzija throws simulated game 
Right-hander Jeff Samardzija (right shoulder inflammation) sounded upbeat after pitching the 
equivalent of two innings while facing teammate Hunter Pence. 
 
Tuesday, the Giants likely will decide whether the sidelined No. 3 starter will increase his pitch 
count in another simulated game or advance to an injury rehab outing. 
 
Samardzija preceded his outing by going through a complete warmup process. "It was good to 
be doing that instead of just throwing a bullpen," said Samardzija, who tossed approximately 30 
pitches to Pence with a break at the halfway point. 
 
Samardzija, who's 1-5 with a 6.25 ERA in 10 starts, tested himself by throwing his entire array of 
pitches. "I saw a pretty good session," Bochy said. 
 
NBC Sports Bay Area 
Giants rookie Steven Duggar delivers in first duel against Clayton Kershaw 
Alex Pavlovic 
 
LOS ANGELES — The Giants will face three left-handed starters in this series, and before the 
first game, manager Bruce Bochy talked of getting some extra work for right-handed-hitting 
outfielders Gorkys Hernandez and Hunter Pence. A date with Clayton Kershaw seemed a good 
opportunity to do that, but Bochy instead let rookie Steven Duggar get his first look at the 
future Hall-of-Famer.  
 
“I think his at-bats against lefties have been pretty good. He’s got discipline. I’m fine putting 
him out there,” Bochy said. “He’s going to be playing in games like this, so this is going to be 
good for him.” 



 
The Giants envision Duggar as their center fielder and leadoff hitter of the future. Ideally, he’ll 
be capable of starting everyday against lefties and righties, no matter the caliber of opposing 
arm. Ideally, he’ll also be starting in some pretty important games down the line, and Kershaw 
vs. Bumgarner at Dodger Stadium was a nice taste of a “big game” feel.  
 
Duggar said he talked to a few teammates about what it’s like to face Kershaw, but mostly he 
relied on his own instincts and research.  
 
“It’s just developing a plan after watching video of past starts and looking at numbers and 
things of that nature,” he said. “It came to fruition for a couple of at-bats there, so that’s good.” 
 
Duggar’s goal was not to fall behind in counts. That didn’t last long. His first time up, Duggar 
swung at a first-pitch fastball and then got a big curveball for strike two. But he poked a high 
fastball up the middle and beat Brian Dozier’s throw to first. Kershaw caught Duggar leaning off 
first, but he was speedy enough to make it to second before Cody Bellinger’s throw to the bag.  
 
Duggar didn’t wait around the next time. He got a first-pitch fastball in the sixth and smoked it 
into right-center. Two batters later, he scored.  
 
“I did want to be aggressive, but be aggressive on certain pitches,” Duggar said. “I knew his 
curveball was going to be really tough. I just stuck to my plan and had a good idea of what I 
wanted to do … just trust (the plan) and try to get the barrel to the ball.” 
 
Of course, this is Kershaw, and eventually he’s going to get to his plan, too. Kershaw quickly 
jumped ahead 0-2 in their final matchup and threw a wicked slider down and a way for a 
strikeout. Duggar said the stuff lived up to the hype.  
 
“He’s Clayton Kershaw for a reason,” he said. “He does not miss his spots often. Every pitch he 
makes, there’s a purpose behind it.” 
 
The Giants have learned that all too well over the years. Kershaw has a 1.58 ERA against them 
and few Giants have even an average career line when facing him. Bochy knew that, so he gave 
his newest starter a shot to prove he belongs. On Monday night, Duggar delivered. 
 
NBC Sports Bay Area 
Giants notes: Crawford in concussion protocol after collision in outfield 
Alex Pavlovic 
 
LOS ANGELES — When the Giants got Evan Longoria back last month, they immediately found 
themselves without Brandon Belt. They’re hoping not to repeat that process. 
 
Belt could be back Tuesday, but it’s unclear if he’ll be taking throws from his usual shortstop. 
Brandon Crawford collided with Gorkys Hernandez in a nasty fifth-inning collision and was put 



in the concussion protocol. Manager Bruce Bochy said Crawford was feeling much better after 
the game, but the Giants know all too well that these things can be unpredictable.  
 
“It rattled him pretty good,” Bochy said. “For precaution reasons, he came out. He’s in the 
concussion protocol but he feels pretty good. We’re hoping for the best. We’ll re-evaluate him, 
but right now it looks pretty good, I’ll say that.” 
 
The Giants have had three players go into the concussion protocol in the last nine days. Buster 
Posey and Nick Hundley avoided the concussion DL after taking foul tips off the mask. Crawford 
took a thigh to the face as he chased Clayton Kershaw’s pop-up down the left field line. He 
went down but quickly popped back up, and at first it looked like Hernandez was in more pain. 
The left fielder jammed his wrist but stayed in the game. Bochy said Crawford looked shaken as 
he came off the field.  
 
Crawford is the club’s most irreplaceable player, so any ability to go on a run here may depend 
on Tuesday’s evaluation. Alen Hanson took over at short and later gave way to Chase d’Arnaud.  
 
--- Belt was 1-for-3 with a double in his second rehab game for Triple-A Sacramento. Team 
officials will now decide if he needs one more game there, or if he’ll face Alex Wood on 
Tuesday.  
 
--- It’s been a while since a Bumgarner-Puig showdown, and there wasn’t any drama Monday. 
Puig flied out in his first at-bat and angrily batted his bat down as he left the box, but 
Bumgarner simply smiled and shook his head. After Puig popped up in the sixth, the two came 
close to crossing paths on the infield, but they never looked at each other.  
 
--- Hundley was the hero tonight. He’s 5-for-12 this season as a pinch-hitter, with a homer and 
six RBI.  
 
--- Jeff Samardzija threw a short simulated game and likely will do that one more time before 
starting a rehab assignment. Samardzija said he feels great. Of course, he said that the last 
time, too, but there seems to be more confidence with team officials this time that the 
shoulder is healed.  
 
--- Tip of the cap to d'Arnaud and his infield coaches. He was out taking grounders at short on 
the homestand and said it was because you never know when you'll be needed at a new spot. 
When Hundley pinch-hit for Hanson, d'Arnaud was needed. He moved from second to short 
and Joe Panik entered as the second baseman. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



NBC Sports Bay Area 
With Dodgers bullpen searching, Giants come through with stunning win: 'That was sick' 
Alex Pavlovic 
 
LOS ANGELES — About 15 minutes after his club’s best win of the year, Bruce Bochy crinkled his 
face as a local reporter asked a long and odd question. The man wanted to know if Bochy felt 
sorry for the Dodgers, who are without their closer, Kenley Jansen.  
 
“Excuse me?” Bochy said, a bewildered look on his face. “With the injuries we’ve had?” 
 
The Giants would not feel sorry for the Dodgers under just about any circumstance. That’s not 
how this rivalry works. They especially will not feel sorry for a team that has lost its closer, not 
when Bochy's original choice has been limited for two seasons and his backup, as the manager 
calmly pointed out, put his fist through a door.  
 
This is cruel game, and you take advantage when you can. The Giants did Monday, stunning a 
team that already was reeling because of bullpen issues. Nick Hundley’s two-run single flipped 
the score in the ninth and the Giants held on for a 5-2 win, the final out coming from a man 
who was their fourth choice to be closer this year.  
 
The win, which got the Giants within four games of the Dodgers and five of the first-place 
Diamondbacks, came after eight spectacular innings from Clayton Kershaw. Madison 
Bumgarner kept pace for six, and the Giants stayed within striking distance. They exploded in 
the ninth, a rarity. They had been 2-51 when trailing after eight innings.  
 
“We’ve got to win games like this to get to where we want to be,” Bumgarner said.  
 
That destination is still a long shot, but these things can change in a hurry, and the Giants all of 
a sudden find themselves chasing a team that has a familiar problem. The Dodgers simply can’t 
close opponents out with Jansen sidelined by a heart issue, and it may cost them a postseason 
spot. Two years ago, Kershaw likely would have closed this one out himself. But that’s not 
baseball in 2018. In a matchup of left-handed aces, Bumgarner was pulled after 97 pitches. 
Kershaw struck out two in the eighth, but he was done after 110 pitches. It was the logical 
choice given his injury problems in recent years, but it still left the home crowd salty. When the 
Giants loaded the bases with two outs in the ninth, Dodgers fans started to boil. When Hundley 
roped a single into right-center, the boos started. They got louder and louder until Dave 
Roberts finally pulled the plug on Scott Alexander, the Giants having turned a one-run deficit 
into a three-run lead. 
 
The Giants did not feel sorry for anyone on the field. As the Dodgers tried to make sense of 
what had happened, Hundley returned to the dugout and spent 30 seconds exchanging hard 
back slaps, high-fives and hugs.  
 
“I’m just pumped for Hundo, man,” rookie Steven Duggar said. “That was sick.” 



 
Hundley has been around long enough to see the strategy of this sport change. The complete 
game is a lost art. The Giants don’t have one, and the Dodgers don’t either. So in the ninth, with 
Kershaw on the bench, Hundley kept a close eye on the visiting bullpen. Alexander, a lefty with 
a good sinker, never had any backup. He was left out there to try and get through the ninth, so 
Hundley knew he would get his shot.  
 
“I got a good pitch to hit early and I found a spot where nobody was playing,” he said, 
practically shrugging. “With Jansen down, they’ve used a lot of different guys. When 
(Alexander) came in the game I knew I would hit. It’s just about making sure you’re prepared.” 
 
There might not be a backup catcher in the game more prepared for Hundley, who still goes 
through his business every day as if he is a starter. Sometimes that leads to big days in place of 
Buster Posey. Sometimes it leads to late-game heroics.  
 
Hundley’s latest big hit got the Giants back to 60-60. The computers say they have a less than 
five percent chance of making the playoffs. The standings say there are plenty of teams still 
ahead of them, and this was just one game. But it was a hell of a way to start the most 
important road trip of the year.  
 
The Giants brought Madison Bumgarner into Dodger Stadium to face Clayton Kershaw. In the 
end, they walked away with a big win.  
 
“The best in the world are playing,” Hundley said. “It’s fun to come out on top.” 
 
NBC Sports Bay Area 
Giants erupt in ninth, stun Dodgers in series opener 
Alex Pavlovic 
 
LOS ANGELES — There was nothing new about what Clayton Kershaw did Monday night, but 
there was a twist at Dodger Stadium. 
 
Kershaw dominated through eight innings but the Dodgers could not hand the ball to Kenley 
Janson, who is on the DL with a heart issue. The Giants took full advantage, scoring four in the 
top of the ninth for a stunning 5-2 win in the first game of an important series.  
 
Nick Hundley’s single with two outs and the bases loaded flipped the lead and the Giants kept 
tacking on, once on a Gorkys Hernandez single, once on a Dodgers error. When they were done, 
they were back to .500 at 60-60, and just four back of the Dodgers. They are five games behind 
the Diamondbacks.  
 
Here’s what you need to know from a wild night at Dodger Stadium …  
 



--- Kershaw allowed just one run, but Dave Roberts turned to Scott Alexander in the ninth. With 
one out, the Giants got singles from Chase d'Arnaud and Buster Posey. Two batters later, Austin 
Slater was drilled, loading the bases. That's when Hundley came through.  
 
--- Brandon Crawford was removed in the fifth, a few minutes after a nasty collision with Gorkys 
Hernandez. The two ran into each other while chasing a Kershaw pop-up that went for a 
double. Crawford hit in the top of the next inning, but didn’t take the field after that. He 
appeared to hit his head when he ran into Hernandez.  
 
--- Madison Bumgarner did his part to make this matchup a solid one. In six innings, he allowed 
two earned on seven hits, repeatedly working out of traffic. Bumgarner struck out four and 
walked two. One of the runs scored on a bloop with two outs, the other on a Justin Turner 
homer.  
 
--- Steven Duggar wasn’t all that impressed with Kershaw, apparently. The rookie had an infield 
single in his first at-bat and smoked a single to right his second time up, coming around to score 
two batters later. He struck out the third time up.  
 
--- Ray Black’s first appearance against the Dodgers was a dominant one. He got Joc Pederson 
to ground out and then blew Chris Taylor and Yasiel Puig away.  
 
--- It’s a small thing, but Kershaw runs out grounders harder than half the position players in the 
National League. 
 
The Athletic 
Giants find an opening, win a ninth-inning stunner at Dodger Stadium 
Andrew Baggarly 
 
LOS ANGELES — By the time Nick Hundley completed his circuit of the bases, scoring the Giants’ 
fourth run in the ninth inning, the environs of Dodger Stadium were filled with boos and brake 
lights. 
 
All except for one raucous visiting dugout. Hundley ran its length like a fullback, hunching his 
shoulders and lowering his head and bowling his way through his teammates with a spin move 
or two. He wasn’t sure how to describe what he was doing. Probably because he still isn’t sure 
what he was doing. 
 
“Yeah, not a lot of thought into it,” he said. “Just find an open space.” 
 
Open space was the theme of Monday night’s 5-2 comeback victory, which ranked as one of the 
Giants’ best of the season. Hundley found a patch of it with his two-out, bases-loaded pinch 
single, lining the first pitch from Scott Alexander to right-center to turn a one-run deficit into a 
one-run advantage. 
 



The Dodgers’ open space was the three outs they scrambled to record after Clayton Kershaw’s 
eight innings of typical brilliance. Closer Kenley Jansen is unavailable for several weeks, at the 
least, while dealing with an irregular heartbeat. So Dodgers manager Dave Roberts went to 
Alexander, a left-hander, even though Bruce Bochy had seven right-handed matchups ready for 
him. 
 
There is also the space to consider in the NL West standings, which the Giants have tightened 
up just enough to delay a waiver-wire sell-off. They are five games behind the Arizona 
Diamondbacks and four games behind the Dodgers and Colorado Rockies. Sure, it’s been their 
nature this season to give back any ground they gain. After all, they were 30-30 on the day 
Madison Bumgarner returned from his fractured hand, and they are 60-60 now. 
 
But the rest of the NL West — heck, the rest of the uninspiring National League — continues to 
run with restrictor plates. So the Giants are still on the lead lap, at least. 
 
In truth, the more consequential side of this story was in the home clubhouse, where the 
Dodgers must confront a serious shortfall in their bullpen along with the creeping panic that a 
glance at the standings will only exacerbate. Yes, there is a very real chance that the Dodgers, 
even after acquiring Manny Machado and Brian Dozier, will not make the playoffs. The current 
freeze-frame shows them on the outside looking in, with no fewer than three teams ahead of 
them — including the charging St. Louis Cardinals and emerging MVP favorite Matt Carpenter 
— for the second wild-card spot. The Diamondbacks have a better bullpen, play better defense 
and their remaining schedule is straight out of a bakery window. The more you study it, the 
more you realize: this might be Arizona’s division to lose. 
 
The Dodgers lost even though Kershaw outlasted and outpointed Bumgarner while holding the 
Giants to a run on four hits. They lost even though the Giants were 2-51 when trailing after 
eight innings. They lost even though the Giants were down to their final strike four times with 
Austin Slater at the plate. 
 
Alexander, operating with runners at the corners, placed two fastballs perfectly while racing to 
an 0-2 count and continued to bust Slater inside. But Slater took two more pitches off the plate 
and fouled off another before the next one came at his shins. 
 
Chase d’Arnaud, whose leadoff single started the rally, slowed his sprint from third base and 
hung his head, knowing that if Slater had danced out of the way, a wild pitch would’ve allowed 
him to score the tying run. 
 
Instead, the Giants loaded the bases. And Hundley came off the bench mentally prepared. He 
knew that the Dodgers weren’t warming up anyone behind Alexander. He began locking in his 
mindset from the very start of the inning. And when he stepped to the plate with nowhere for 
Alexander to put him, he was in swing mode. 
 



“You’re afforded the luxury of being aggressive in that spot,” Hundley said. “Thankfully I got a 
pitch to hit early and found a spot where nobody was playing.” 
 
Gorkys Hernández followed with another RBI hit. Hundley scored on an error to complete the 
rally. 
 
The Giants didn’t beat Kershaw. They didn’t have to. The Dodgers’ ace had thrown 110 pitches, 
and with a season-high of 112, there was no chance he would be asked to start the ninth inning. 
 
It would’ve been less certain a season or two ago. Now? Well, the Dodgers don’t have a 
complete game all season. Neither do the Giants. The Rockies and Padres? Zippo. 
 
In the entirety of the NL West, the Diamondbacks have the only complete game of the season. 
It belongs to Patrick Corbin, who threw it against the Giants. 
 
Bumgarner listened to that litany and harrumphed. 
 
“We’ve got to bring that back,” he said. 
 
Bumgarner made little secret that he wanted to keep pitching in his last home start. He wasn’t 
asked to go deeper than six innings while matched against Kershaw on Monday, even though 
one of the two runs he allowed came on a bloop double that resulted in a scary collision 
between Hernández and shortstop Brandon Crawford in shallow left field. 
 
Bumgarner hasn’t thrown a complete game since getting thrown over the handles of his dirt 
bike a year ago. His lone complete game last season came on April 8, two weeks before he 
separated his shoulder, and that was an eight-inning loss at San Diego. 
 
His last nine-inning complete game? That would be the shutout he threw in the 2016 NL wild-
card game to beat the Mets at Citi Field. 
 
The Giants did not dare use a closer behind Bumgarner that night. He was their best option, 
regardless of probability or matchup or pitch count. He wants to inspire that same confidence 
again. He wants to go the distance. 
 
“Yeah, that’s always important to me,” he said. “Not for my own peace of mind. I know I can do 
it. A lot of people can do it. 
 
“It’s just … I think right now for us, every pitch is a big pitch. We’ve got to play a little differently 
than we do if we’re in a different spot. Our backs are against the wall. We’ve got to do anything 
to find a way to win, minimize mistakes, whatever it takes.” 
 
The challenge, Bumgarner acknowledged, is that the Giants are playing so many tight ballgames 
that it makes managing a pitch count difficult. He is usually in a position where he cannot give 



in. And while he will always compete with what he has, it’s no secret that his four-seam fastball, 
which he used so effectively to work the ladder, is not as firm as it used to be. 
 
Bumgarner threw 33 fastballs and didn’t register a swing through on the pitch. He topped out 
at 91.9 mph and averaged 90.9 while leaning heavily on his cutter and curve. 
 
Kershaw did the same. His fastball sat at 90.6 mph and did not hit 93 once all night. Instead, he 
generated 12 swinging strikes on the 49 sliders he threw while throwing 19 curveballs. 
 
Bochy went through the litany of reasons that Bumgarner and Kershaw are able to dominate 
despite a down-tick in stuff: their command of four pitches, their ability to read swings, their 
unpredictable sequencing, their deceptive deliveries. 
 
“But more than anything, it’s their mental toughness, their competitiveness,” Bochy said. “It’s 
off the charts.” 
 
It was the 11th time that Kershaw and Bumgarner opposed each other, which is the most head-
to-head matchups between any two active pitchers. The Dodgers and Giants had split the first 
10 games, even though Kershaw’s rate stats (most prominently, that 78:8 strikeout-to-walk 
ratio) hinted at a wipeout. 
 
“Obviously they’re two of the best left-handers in the game,” Hundley said. “You don’t take 
those games for granted. They’re two of the best in the world and you can put your ability up 
there and see where you stand. Both of them have thrown so many innings. They’re going to 
evolve just like every other player evolves over time. They’ll make adjustments like every player 
makes adjustments. If you stay the same in this league, you’ll get passed up. And those guys 
work too hard to stay the same.” 
 
They even work on their hitting, which is one more rare attribute in today’s game, and each of 
them helped his team at the plate Monday night. Bumgarner’s single in the sixth moved Steven 
Duggar to third. Then Duggar, who had two hits in his first two at-bats against Kershaw, scored 
on a fielder’s choice to cut into the Dodgers’ 2-0 lead. 
 
Kershaw’s blooper in the fourth was responsible for the first run of the game, as Crawford 
crashed headfirst into Hernández’s thigh. Both players remained down — Crawford bowed his 
head as he tried to regain his bearings while Hernández landed hard on his left wrist — but they 
remained in the game. 
 
Crawford exited, though, after an at-bat in the fifth. He is in the concussion protocol, and 
although Bochy expressed optimism, you know by now that these can be difficult to predict. 
Mac Williamson is dealing with another recurrence of symptoms from the spill he took in April, 
and his season might be over as a result. 
 



But with any luck, the Giants will have Crawford back at shortstop on Tuesday — and first 
baseman Brandon Belt back from his hyperextended knee, too. Belt had a doctor’s note to 
avoid Kershaw and instead went 1 for 3 with a double in a rehab game for Triple-A Sacramento 
on Monday. 
 
They will need everyone to make the kind of run required to leap seriously back into 
contention. It isn’t likely or easy. But there’s still an opening. 
 
Sometimes, that’s all you need. 
 


